The processing of motion changes throughout the visual hierarchy, from spatially restricted 'local 7 motion' in early visual cortex to more complex large-field 'global motion' at later stages. Here we 8 used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine spatially selective responses in 9 these areas related to the processing of random-dot stimuli defined by differences in motion. We 10 used population receptive field (pRF) analyses to map retinotopic cortex using bar stimuli 11 comprising coherently moving dots. In the first experiment, we used three separate background 12 conditions: no background dots (dot-defined bar-only), dots moving coherently in the opposite 13 direction to the bar (kinetic boundary) and dots moving incoherently in random directions (global 14 motion). Clear retinotopic maps were obtained for the bar-only and kinetic-boundary conditions 15 across visual areas V1-V3 and in higher dorsal areas. For the global-motion condition, retinotopic 16 maps were much weaker in early areas and became clear only in higher areas, consistent with the 17 emergence of global-motion processing throughout the visual hierarchy. However, in a second 18 experiment we demonstrate that this pattern is not specific to motion-defined stimuli, with very 19 similar results for a transparent-motion stimulus and a bar defined by a static low-level property 20
In the 'bar-only' condition, only the dots within the bar were visible, and therefore the bar appeared 213 to be moving across a grey background. In the 'kinetic' condition, the dots outside the bar (within 214 the circular stimulus region) were always moving in the opposite direction to the dots within the bar, 215 creating a 'shearing' effect which made the bar visible. In the 'global' condition, the dots outside the 216 bar moved in random directions, allowing the bar to be detected as a 100% coherent global-motion 217 stimulus against a background of noise in adjacent areas of the stimulus. While this condition 218 therefore also contained kinetic boundaries, they were far less clear than the opposing directionsused in the 'kinetic' stimulus. When a dot moved into the bar area (either through its normal 220 progression or through a shift of the bar region), it started to move in the same coherent direction 221 as all other bar dots. Similarly, when a dot left the bar area, it began to move randomly again. In all 222 conditions, the null trials (with no bar present) had the same background motion as during the bar 223 trials; a blank screen for the 'bar-only' condition, coherent motion in the 'kinetic' condition and 224 random motion in the 'global' condition. 225
226
In all conditions, dots within the bar all moved in the same direction and moved along the length of 227 the bar (so if the bar was moving from the top to the bottom of the screen, the dots moved from left 228 to right or vice versa). All the dots (in both bar and background) changed direction by 180 degrees 229 every 0.5 seconds, to prevent adaptation to one motion direction. Dots moved at 0.8°/second in all 230 conditions. If any dots moved outside the aperture during the experiment, they were moved back 231 one aperture width in the appropriate direction. 232
233
Each trial took 25 seconds, meaning that a run took 4 minutes and 10 seconds (plus a short period at 234 the beginning of the run that was used to ensure that the fMRI signal had reached equilibrium). Each 235 participant completed 4 runs for each condition, giving a total of 12 runs in the entire experiment. 236
The order of the different conditions varied for different participants to control for order effects. 237 238
Fixation task 239
Participants were instructed to focus on a blue fixation dot (diameter = 0.17°) at all times and to 240 press a button on an MRI-compatible button box when they saw it change colour (to a red-purple). 241
The probability of the blue dot changing colour was 0.01 every 200ms and the colour change periods 242 lasted 200ms each. The results of this attentional task were unrecorded, and simply served to keep 243 the participant fixated and alert throughout the experiment. An eye tracker (Eyelink 1000, sampling 244 at the screen refresh rate of 60Hz) was used to monitor eye movements and ensure that participants 245 were fixating correctly. We determined gaze stability using the methods outlined in (Haas and 246 Schwarzkopf, 2018); briefly, this involves calculating the median absolute deviation of the sampled 247 gaze positions along both the horizontal and vertical dimensions for each run, and using these 248 measures to compare the stability of gaze across conditions. Any run where fewer than 10 valid 249 samples were taken was removed from further analysis. One participant was not eye tracked during 250 either experiment, and therefore eye tracking data reflects the average of four participants in both 251
Experiments 1 and 2. Analysis of the difference in eye position between conditions (both in the x and 252 y directions) used general linear mixed models (using condition as a fixed factor, and subject and 253 repeat number as random factors) followed by posthoc pairwise comparisons, with packages lme4 254 (Bates et al., 2014) and emmeans (Russell, 2018) in R (version 3.5.0). 255 256
Data acquisition 257
Scans were acquired using a Siemens Avanto 1.5T MRI scanner with a 32-channel Siemens head coil 258 located at the Birkbeck-UCL Centre for Neuroimaging. We used a modified version of the head coil 259 without the eye visor to allow an unrestricted view of the screen, leaving 30 effective channels. We 260 used functional T2*-weighted multiband 2D echo planar imaging with a multiband sequence (Breuer 261 et al., 2005 ) and the following properties: voxel size = 2.3mm isotropic, field of view = 96 x 96, 36 262 slices, repetition time (TR) = 1s, echo time (TE) = 55ms, flip angle = 75˚, and acceleration factor = 4. 263
We collected 260-262 volumes (depending on stimulus condition) per run, and 4 runs were collected 264 per condition for each participant. We also acquired a T1-weighted anatomical magnetisation-265 prepared rapid acquisition with gradient echo (MPRAGE) scan for each participant (TR = 2730ms, TE 266 = 3.57ms) with a resolution of 1mm isotropic voxels. 267 268
Analysis 269
The method used for analysing pRFs has been described previously Preprocessing of the fMRI data was carried out using SPM12 (Wellcome Centre for Human  278 Neuroimaging, London, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/). The first 10-12 volumes 279 (depending on stimulus condition) were removed to allow the signal to reach equilibrium, leaving 280 250 volumes to be used in analysis for all participants and conditions. We then carried out intensity 281 bias correction, realignment, unwarping and coregistration of the functional data to the structural 282 scan, all using the default parameters built into the SPM software. FreeSurfer 283 (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki) was used to generate a 3D reconstruction of the grey- 
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In order to quantify the consistency of these maps, we determined the correlation between the 338 values for polar angle obtained for each vertex with each stimulus. As shown in Figure 3 , the 339 correlation between these polar angle estimates was overall clear, particularly for visual areas V2, 340 V3, V3A and V3B where the average correlation was significantly different from zero. The correlation 341 between conditions was less clear in V1 and MT+. 342
We next determined the proportion of vertices within each of these visual areas responding 343 retinotopically in the three experimental conditions (goodness of fit of the pRF model R 2 > 0.05, 344 Figure 4A ). The bar stimulus produced the biggest response in areas V1-V3, which then dropped off 345 for the higher visual areas (V3A, V3B and MT+). In contrast, responses to the kinetic stimulus 346 increased across areas V1-V3, levelling off at V3A-V3B and then dropping in MT+. Responses to the 347 global stimulus were even lower in the early visual areas, but again increased, reaching a peak atV3A and V3B. There were therefore large differences in stimulus responsivity in V1-V3, but these 349 
Control analyses 383
As there were clear differences in the proportion of responsive voxels in the three conditions, it is 384 possible that the differences in pRF size between conditions were due to this reduction in the voxels 385 included in each analysis, rather than a specific change in pRF size within each voxel. To examine this 386 possibility, we analysed the data for the 'bar-only' condition using just the voxels that survived 387 thresholding for the kinetic and global conditions (see Figure 5 ). The pattern of results is similar to 388 Figure 4C -pRF sizes were again comparable in early visual areas for the three conditions, with clear 389 reductions in pRF size for the kinetic and global conditions in areas V3A, V3B and MT+. In this case 390 however, the reduction can be attributed to the differential selection of voxels responding to the 391 same stimulus. In other words, the observed pRF size differences in Figure 
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It is also possible that differences between conditions could be attributed to differences in fixation 403 stability between conditions. In a second control analysis we therefore examined the median 404 absolute deviations of eye position, which on average were highly consistent and relatively low for 405 both horizontal and vertical eye movements, averaging less than 0.5 degrees of visual angle for 406 every condition (see Figure 6 ). General linear mixed models followed by posthoc pairwise 407 comparisons suggested that there were no significant differences in eye position between 408 conditions, either for the X or the Y direction (for X, bar-kinetic: t 30.14 = 0. 
Experiment 1 summary 418
Altogether, the three stimulus types (bar-only, kinetic, and global) produced clear differences in 419 responsivity, goodness-of-fit, and pRF size across the visual hierarchy. Our control analyses reveal 420 that these differences cannot be attributed to differences in gaze stability between the conditions 421 and that the observed differences in pRF size are unlikely to reflect stimulus-driven changes in pRF 422 size within each voxel. Rather, it seems likely that the observed differences in pRF size can be 423 attributed to responses from different sub-populations of voxels in the three different conditions. 424
We next turn our attention to the source of the differences in responsivity that appear to be driving 425 these differences in pRF size. In particular, it is possible that differences in the visibility or salience of 426 the bar between these conditions could drive the differences in responsivity. We explore this 427 possibility in Experiment 2. 428
Experiment 2 429
As outlined in the introduction, estimates of pRF size and visual field location have been found to 430 vary according to both the properties of the mapping stimulus and the attentional state of the 431 observer. Although it is tempting to attribute the differences observed in Experiment 1 to 432 differences in the effectiveness of these stimuli at driving the selectivity of various stages of the 433 motion-processing hierarchy, the visibility of the bar element in each of our stimuli also varied 434 between the three conditions. Most participants in Experiment 1 informally noted that the bar was 435 less clear in the global condition than in the kinetic or bar-only conditions. It is possible then that the 436 differences observed were driven by the visibility or salience of the bar, rather than any difference in 437 the underlying selectivity of the motion detectors in each brain region. 438
In Experiment 2 we sought to test this by comparing the bar-only stimulus with two new stimuli. The 'size-defined' condition contained a bar that was defined by a difference in dot size rather than 504 by motion type; the dots in the bar were 0.10° in diameter against a background of dots with 0.09° 505 diameter. All the dots in this condition moved in random directions, though with the same frequency 506 of direction reversal as in the other two conditions (i.e. dots oscillated back-and-forth along a 507 randomly selected axis). Null trials for this condition were the same as for the 'global' condition in 508 Experiment 1. 509
510
To minimize anticipation effects in this experiment, the starting orientation and direction of the 511 sequence (anticlockwise or clockwise shifts) was randomised for each condition and participant but 512 kept constant across the four runs. Note that this meant that the movement direction of the bar 513 always changed in a sequential fashion. All other presentation and analysis procedures were as in 514 Experiment 1. 515
Results and Discussion 516

Relationships between maps 517
As in Experiment 1, the bar-only stimulus produced clear and consistent polar maps across 518 participants ( Figure 7A ). However, the transparent and size-defined stimuli produced much weakerand more variable maps ( Figure 7B & C) , particularly in lower visual areas (e.g. V1) where responses 520 were considerably reduced. Interestingly, participants who self-reported that they were frequently 521 unable to detect the transparency or size-defined bar stimuli (shown by red crosses in Figure 7 ) also 522 had virtually no discernable map structure for these conditions. 523 524 
540
Correlations between these polar angle estimates in the 3 conditions were in general slightly weaker 541 than in Experiment 1, but were still generally positive, with significant correlations overall only in 542 areas V2 and V3A. As in Experiment 1, we next determined the proportion of vertices responding 543 retinotopically in the different experimental conditions (see Figure 9A) . Here, the bar-only condition 544 produced similar response levels to the equivalent condition in Experiment 1, with these levels again 545 decreasing in higher regions. In comparison, the transparent and size-defined conditions showed 546 greatly reduced responsivity in early visual areas, similar to the global condition in Experiment 1. 547
Responsivity in these conditions increased in later visual areas, though not quite to the level of the 548 bar-only stimulus (unlike the global condition). There was a significant interaction between condition 549 and visual area in the final model (interaction: χ 2 = 52.330, p < 0.001; main effect of visual area: χ 2 = 550 24.933, p < 0.001; main effect of condition: χ 2 = 223.071, p < 0.001). This interaction is again likely to 551 explain the lack of significant correlations in polar angle values between conditions, here given the 552 clear drop in responsivity for the latter two stimulus types across the visual hierarchy. 
Control analyses 581
As in Experiment 1, a control analysis was run to examine whether the above differences in pRF size 582 between conditions were due to this reduction in the voxels included in each analysis. We again 583 analysed data for the bar-only condition using just the voxels that survived thresholding for the 584 transparent and size-defined conditions. This again produced a clear reduction in pRF size for these 585 two conditions in areas V3A, V3B and MT, suggesting that the observed differences in pRF size may 586 be predominantly explained by differences in the responsivity of voxels (Figure 10 As in Experiment 1, the results of Experiment 2 also do not seem to depend on eye movements, as 598 the median absolute deviations of eye position were on average highly consistent and relatively low 599 for both horizontal and vertical eye movements, with averages of less than 0.5 degrees of visual 600 angle for both conditions (see Figure 11) . General linear mixed models followed by posthoc pairwise 601 comparisons suggested that there were no significant differences in eye position between the bar-602 only and size-defined conditions, either for the X or the Y direction (for X, bar-transparent: t 35 
Experiment 3 612
In Experiment 2, we found very similar responses across visual areas for the transparent and size-613 defined stimuli, both of which differed from the bar-only stimulus. This indicates that the visibility or 614 salience of the bar element could be important in determining responsivity and associated pRF 615 properties. However, there are several possible aspects of visibility that could be involved. One is 616 perceptual visibility, whereby the bar element may be less detectable (or more difficult to attend to) 617 in some stimuli than others, particularly in peripheral vision. Another is neural 'visibility', where pRFanalyses might be affected by the reduced signal-to-noise ratio in cases where there is a background 619 signal (e.g. from the noise dots in the 'global' stimulus) as well as the responses to the bar element. 620
To distinguish between these possibilities, we therefore carried out a control perceptual experiment, 621 quantitatively assessing the visibility of the stimulus types used in Experiments 1 and 2 at different 622 eccentricities, using psychophysical techniques. If perceptual visibility can explain the results found, 623
we would predict that the ability of participants to detect the stimuli should follow the same pattern 624 as the differences in responsiveness seen in Experiments 1 and 2. Specifically, bar stimuli should be 625 highly visible, with a slight reduction in visibility for the kinetic stimuli, and further reductions for the 626 global, transparent, and size-defined stimuli. 627
Materials and Methods 628
Participants 629
Eight participants (three male) took part in the perceptual experiment, including two authors (who 630 participated in both fMRI experiments), one non-author participant who took part in Experiment 1, 631 and five naive participants (age range 21 -37 years, mean age: 25.9 years). All had normal or 632 corrected-to-normal visual acuity and provided written consent, as in previous experiments. 633
Stimuli and procedures 634
The experiment was carried out in a laboratory setting (i.e. not in the scanner), with stimuli 635 presented on a Display++ monitor (Cambridge Research Systems, UK) with a size of 71 x 39.5 cm, a 636 resolution of 2560 x 1440 pixels, and a refresh rate of 120Hz. Viewing distance was 1m, with head 637 movements restricted through the use of a chin and forehead rest. Responses were made via 638 keypad. Stimulus parameters were set to subtend the same visual angle as in the fMRI set up. 639
On each trial, participants were presented with a single bar location of the stimuli used for the main 640 fMRI experiments, meaning that the bar was presented in one of 22 different locations on the screen 641 for 1 second (the middle three locations were excluded from this experiment to avoid ambiguity 642 regarding their location relative to fixation). The participant's task was to determine whether the bar 643 was above, below, left or right of the fixation point, and press the corresponding button on a keypad 644 to indicate their choice. 645
Each participant judged the bar location in five different types of stimuli: the three conditions used 646 in Experiment 1 (bar only, kinetic and global) and the transparent and size-defined conditions from 647 Experiment 2. All parameters used for these conditions were unchanged from the fMRI experiments. 
664
For each condition, responses were collated by eccentricity (collapsed across both visual hemifield 665 and bar orientation) and scored as the proportion correct at each point. Figure 12 shows these 666 responses along with the best-fitting linear function for each condition, a comparison that shows 667 clear differences in visibility for the different stimulus conditions used in our experiments. Both the 668 bar and kinetic stimuli were highly visible at even the furthest eccentricities. In contrast, the globalstimulus was highly visible at central eccentricities, with a slight drop in visibility at 10-12 deg, 670 although the difference in the slope of the linear fit was not significantly different from the bar 671 condition (t = -1.473, p = 0.142). The size-defined stimulus was slightly harder to localise, even in 672 central vision, with a steeper decline in visibility with eccentricity that was significantly different 673 from that of the bar stimulus (t = -8.632, p < 0.001). The transparent-motion stimulus was even less 674 visible at central eccentricities (though performance was still well above chance), with a similarly 675 steep decline in visibility with increasing eccentricity that was again significantly different from the 676 bar stimulus (t = -7.857, p < 0.001). Detectability of the size-defined and transparent-motion stimuli 677 was more variable across participants (as indicated by the larger error bars), similar to the variation 678 in visibility reported in Experiment 2. 679
Overall however, the above pattern of visibility does not closely match the variations observed in the 680
properties of the pRFs measured with these stimuli. In particular, the global condition was similarly 681 visible to the kinetic and bar conditions but showed a very different pattern of pRF data in 682 Experiment 1. Conversely, the size-defined and transparent conditions showed clear reductions in 683 visibility relative to both the global condition and to each other, and yet the pRF properties 684 measured with these stimuli were both similar to those of the global condition. We conclude that 685 stimulus visibility is unlikely to account for these differences in pRF properties. 686
Discussion 687
In this study, we show that retinotopic mapping stimuli defined by motion produce clear and highly 688 consistent differences in the properties of population receptive fields (pRFs) measured across the 689 visual hierarchy, including responsivity, goodness of fit, and pRF size. As predicted, we show that a 690 bar mapping stimulus defined by moving dots (against a blank background) produces strong pRF 691 maps in early visual areas, with responsivity decreasing and pRF sizes increasing in areas higher in 692 the motion processing hierarchy. More complex motion stimuli, such as bars defined by kinetic and 693 global motion (against backgrounds of opposing motion or noise, respectively), produce a much 694 lower degree of responsivity in early visual areas, with a reduction in pRF sizes for higher visual 695 areas, and reductions in goodness of fit across the hierarchy as a whole. Control analyses further 696 suggest that the reduction in pRF size can be attributed to the reduction in the voxels included for 697 each stimulus, rather than changes in pRF size within voxels. Although it is tempting to attribute this 698 to differences in the potential for these visual areas to distinguish these higher-order stimuli, a 699 second experiment showed highly similar patterns of responsivity, goodness of fit, and pRF size 700 across visual areas for a stimulus defined by transparent motion (against a non-transparent 701 background) and a size-defined stimulus (with no differences in motion) that were reduced in 702 visibility. This suggests that the observed differences in pRF properties are not specific to mapping 703 stimuli defined by differences in stimulus motion. spatial attention rather than specific visual properties of these stimuli. In the current experiment, it 748 is likely that the more complex second-order stimuli used were more attentionally demanding than 749 the 'bar-only' stimuli. Along these lines, second-order motion has been found to be more difficult to 750 process at multiple locations compared to first-order motion, suggesting that second-order motion is 751 more attentionally demanding (Lu et al., 2000) . Direction discrimination thresholds for second-order 752 motion are also influenced more strongly by attention than thresholds for first-order motion (Allen 753 and Ledgeway, 2003). It may be then that the greater attentional demands required to detect 754 second-order stimuli (like our bars defined by differences in global motion) are more important for 755 determining the responsivity and properties than the stimulus parameters. Again, however, the 756 results of our psychophysical experiment argue against this -the global stimulus in particular was 757 highly visible across the visual field (suggesting that observers had no difficulty attending to these 758 bar elements) and yet pRF responses were similar to those for the transparent stimulus that was 759 much less visible (and which therefore may have presented difficulties for attention). In other words, 760 attention does not seem to offer a complete explanation for our results. 761
Another possibility is that our motion-and size-defined stimuli may have produced an illusory sense 762 of depth for the bar stimulus, which may then have altered our measured pRF properties. It is known 763 that areas such as V3B and V3A are involved in the processing of depth cues (Tyler et al., 2006) , and 764 particularly with integration of depth cues with other signals, such as motion (Ban et al., 2012) . 765
However, we think this is unlikely to be a complete explanation of our results, as participants did not 766 report strong depth percepts for any of our stimuli. In addition, it is not clear that this hypothesis 767 would explain the patterns observed in our results; we did not see markedly stronger responses in 768 between bar and background responses than the motion-defined differences of the other 786 conditions, consistent with the observed reductions in goodness of fit for the pRF parameters 787 derived using these motion-based stimuli. This could also explain why size-defined stimuli produced 788 a similar pattern of results, given that the noise dots used in these stimuli would similarly decrease 789 the difference in BOLD response to the stimulus bar relative to the background. Larger pRF estimates 790 are likely to be particularly vulnerable to this issue, given that these voxels tend to show the worst 791 goodness-of-fit. For instance, in Experiment 1 there was a clear negative correlation between R 2 and 792 pRF size in V1, even with the bar-only stimuli (ρ = -0.721, p < 0.001). Voxels with large pRF estimates 793 may thus be the first to drop out with our motion-based stimuli, leading to our observed reductions 794 in pRF size. Were this to be the case, our findings would in fact reflect the selectivity of visual brain 795 regions for motion (given the increased responsivity to the stimulus background), though the 796 reduction in pRFs could not be strictly interpreted as a property of the underlying neural 797 populations. Given that our behavioural data suggests that simple psychophysical visibility is not well 798 matched to our pRF results, we would argue that this explanation provides the most parsimonious 799 explanation of our results.
Previous work has suggested that when the stimulus bar is defined by orientation contrast, 801 reductions in pRF size in higher visual areas (such as LO1 and LO2) may be caused by the stimulus 802 mainly driving neurons sensitive to orientation contrast (Yildirim et al., 2018) . Here, while we also 803 find reductions in pRF size for our more complex second-order conditions, the similarity in responses 804 between very different conditions (like the size-defined and transparent stimuli) leads us to argue 805 that this reduction can be more parsimoniously explained by reductions in the signal-to-noise ratio 806 of the neural signal, as discussed above. Of course, this does not mean that second-order stimuli are 807 not useful (for example, they may potentially improve the accuracy of pRF estimates by reducing 808 In conclusion, we find evidence for variations in the properties of retinotopic maps for different 815 motion-based stimuli. In particular, we find clear retinotopic maps for stimuli defined by a moving 816 bar of dots against a blank background, but much weaker maps when the bar was defined by 817 coherently moving dots against a background of either incoherent or oppositely-moving dots, or by 818 transparent compared to non-transparent motion. However, the similar maps derived from stimuli 819 defined by size differences suggest that these differences do not reflect a change in the responsivity 820 of neurons in different visual areas to different motion properties. We similarly rule out variations in 821 perceptual visibility or attentional selection of the bars with our behavioural data. Rather, we 822 suggest that it is the visibility of the neural signal for retinotopic mapping stimuli, as defined by the 823 signal-to-noise ratio between bar and background responses, that is the most important driver of 824 pRF properties. 
